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Abstract: An open-loop columnated micro-evaporator has been designed, fabricated, and tested to characterize the
process of thin-film evaporation in a microfluidic electronics cooling device. The micro-evaporator was fabricated on
a silicon wafer using MEMS microfabrication techniques, and assembled with a ceramic heater and external liquid
supply. An infrared thermal imaging system was used to measure the in-plane apparent thermal conductivity of the
vapor chamber, which correlates to the rate of evaporation in the device. Unsteady thin-film evaporation in the vapor
chamber was confirmed, with measured in-plane apparent thermal conductivities as large as 9500 W/mK.
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INTRODUCTION
With the increasing density of transistors on a chip,
the power dissipated per unit area of electronic substrates has become higher than ever [1]. With conventional thermal management solutions no longer feasible, new technologies are being investigated in order to
avoid the thermal precipice facing the electronics industry. Loop heat pipes (LHPs) belong to a class of passive, phase change, high-heat-flux thermal management
systems that are being actively pursued in this regard.
Since conventional LHPs were bulky and fabricated out
of non-planar metal tubing, miniaturized versions are
now being developed for use in small electronic packages. While one approach has been to simply miniaturize the bigger versions [2, 3], other researchers have suggested fabricating these devices on planar silicon substrates [4–7].
In the LHP, latent heat of evaporation of the working fluid is used to transfer heat from an evaporator
section to a condenser section. The fluid flow loop is
driven by surface tension related capillary forces developed across the liquid-vapor meniscus in the wicking
structure. Device performance depends on a number
of parameters, one of which is the rate of evaporation
in the wicking structure. We are working to develop
a planar micro-columnated loop heat pipe (µCLHP ),
where a vertically-wicking dual-scale coherent porous
silicon (CPS) wicking structure is employed to effect
capillary wicking and phase change in the evaporator
section [8, 9]. In this paper, we have implemented an
experimental setup to characterize the process of thinfilm evaporation in an open-loop columnated microevaporator. The open-loop micro-evaporator substitutes
the capillary pumping mechanism of the CPS wick with
an external syringe pump; This allows for a characterization of the phase change and heat transfer characteristics of the dual-scale micro-columnated wick, independent of the actual capillary pumping mechanism, which
is attributed to the CPS pores of the micro-columnated

Fig. 1: Design and assembly of the open-loop columnated micro-evaporator for studying thin-film evaporation in a micro-columnated wicking structure.
wicking structure [10].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Open-Loop Columnated Micro-Evaporator
Fig. 1 shows the individual design and overall assembly of the open-loop micro-evaporator. It consists of
two etched silicon wafers, which are clamped together
to form a two-layer sandwich enclosing the columnated
vapor chamber. Each layer is fabricated on a six inch
625 µm-thick silicon wafer, which is diced to the individual device dimensions. The bottom layer is approximately 24 mm long and 14 µm wide, and consists of a
10 mm × 10 mm etched-out vapor chamber containing
an orthogonal array of regularly-spaced hollow columns.
Connecting the vapor chamber to the ambient are eight
parallel vapor channels, each of which is 10 mm long,
1 mm wide, and approximately 200 µm deep.
The top layer, or ceiling, consists of a 10 mm ×
10 mm region of uniformly patterned microtextures on

Fig. 2: Mechanism of operation of the microevaporator: Liquid supplied by an external syringe
pump feeds the fluid reservoir; The columns convey
the liquid to the ceiling, where it evaporates and exits
through the vapor channels.
an otherwise plain 14 mm × 40 mm die. When properly clamped, this textured region lies directly over the
columnated region of the floor, and interfaces directly
with the tops of the columns. The ceiling layer is 16mm
longer than the floor, thus providing an overhanging region for out-of-plane heat absorption from a ceramic
heater.
Theory of Operation and Measurement
Fig. 2 shows the mechanics of operation of the openloop micro-evaporator. Liquid water is pumped (via a
servo-driven syringe pump) to a reservoir on the backside of the device floor, from where it reaches the top
evaporation surface (device ceiling) thorough the hollow columns. Upon contacting the hydrophilic microtextured ceiling, the liquid spreads out over its surface,
and is vaporized by the heat flowing in laterally from the
ceramic heater. This newly-formed vapor is ejected from
the vapor chamber to ambient by the vapor channels.
The apparent lateral thermal conductivity of the
evaporation surface can be used to measure the rate of
thin-film evaporation in the vapor chamber. In Fig. 3, we
illustrate, using an analytical heat transfer model, how
liquid evaporation in the vapor chamber affects the temperature distribution of the ceiling, along the length of
the device. In the absence of liquid evaporation in the
vapor chamber, the temperature varies linearly along the
length of the ceiling. This is an expected result from
Fourier’s law of 1-d conduction.
Modeling the evaporative heat loss using a convection coefficient h, numerical simulations (Fig. 3) show
that the temperature gradient dT /dx above the vapor
chamber decreases as h is increased. Let’s define the
apparent lateral thermal conductivity ka of the ceiling

Fig. 3: A model showing the affect of liquid evaporation
on the surface temperature distribution of the ceiling,
along the length of the device.
above the vapor chamber as follows
ka =

Q
Ac |dT /dx|x=LE /2

(1)

where Q is the rate of heat flow in the ceiling along the
length of the device, Ac is the area of cross-section of
the ceiling, dT /dx is the temperature gradient along the
direction of heat flow, and LE is the length of the vapor chamber. In the absence of lateral evaporative heat
losses, ka will be equal to the solid thermal conductivity
of silicon. As the amount of evaporation increases, the
apparent thermal conductivity also increases—ka , therefore, correlates to the amount of thin-film evaporation in
the vapor chamber.
Experimental Setup
Fig. 4 shows the experimental setup used to study
thin-film evaporation in the micro-evaporator. An infrared camera, placed above the device top surface, was
used to track device surface temperatures in real time.
Liquid was supplied to the device at a fixed flow rate,
via an automatic syringe pump. The power to the ceramic heater was set to a fixed value using an external
voltage source. After the fluid flow rate had stabilized,
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Fig. 4: The experimental setup: (a) Infrared temperature measurement system (b) Ceramic heater and microevaporator assembly.
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Fig. 5: Infrared image of the top of the micro-evaporator
assembly during the evaporation experiments.
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the heater was switched on to initiate evaporation in the
vapor chamber.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 5 shows an infrared image of the top of the
micro-evaporator assembly during the evaporation experiments. We can see that the portion of the device
ceiling near the ceramic heater is the hottest and the temperature drops as we go left towards the vapor exit. For
the purpose of calculating the apparent thermal conductivity using Eq. 1, the temperature gradient is measured
across the two lines drawn on the vapor chamber. To
calculate the rate of heat flow Q across the device, the
convective heat losses from the heater clamps are subtracted from the power dissipated by the ceramic heater.
Natural convection correlations, which depend only on
surface temperatures of the heater clamps, are used to

(b)

Fig. 6: Experimental results demonstrating the change
in apparent thermal conductivity of the vapor chamber
due to evaporation: (a) Onset of boiling as the ceramic
heater is turned on; (b) Steady state evaporation that
follows; (c) A close-up view of the fluctuations in ka encountered during steady state evaporation at later times.
calculate these convective losses.
The process of thin-film evaporation in the microevaporator is demonstrated in Figs. 6(a)-(c) by plotting
the apparent thermal conductivity (ka ) of the ceiling
above the vapor chamber vs. time. Cold water is provided to the vapor chamber at a flow rate of 4148µL/hr,
and the power supply to the heater is fixed at 4.9 W .
The trend of the apparent thermal conductivity, after the

heater is switched on, is shown in Fig. 6(a). For the initial 25 seconds the conductivity hovers around a value
of 100 W/mK, which is close to the thermal conductivity of pure silicon at 100 o C. During this time, there
is no evaporation in the vapor chamber; A finite amount
of time is required to heat the incoming liquid to the required saturation temperature for evaporation.
As the process of evaporation sets in, ka starts
to increase gradually (Fig. 6(a)), and eventually
reaches an oscillatory steady state (Fig. 6(b)) where
1000 W/mK < ka < 2000 W/mK. The oscillations
become more pronounced as time increases (Fig. 6(c)),
with ka varying between 500W/mK and 9500W/mK.
Looking at Fig. 6(c), we note that there are low frequency and high frequency components to this oscillatory behavior.
The low frequency oscillations in the value of ka
may be attributed to changes in the overall flow mechanics inside the micro-evaporator. It could be that there is
a partial dry-out in the fluid reservoir supplying liquid
to the columns, which suppresses evaporation until the
time that it has been replenished completely by the liquid inflow from the syringe pump. The high frequency
oscillations indicate that the evaporation process in the
micro-evaporator is inherently unsteady. This could result from the fact that the liquid inflow into the vapor
chamber, which is driven by an external syringe pump,
does not necessarily match the rate of evaporation in the
chamber. The surplus liquid supply to the evaporation
surface interferes with the process of evaporation, thus
making it unsteady. This is confirmed by the fact that
under normal circumstances a liquid-vapor mixture, and
not pure vapor, exits from the vapor exit channels.

CONCLUSIONS
An open-loop micro-evaporator has been designed
and fabricated to study the process of phase-change in
a columnated wicking structure. A novel in-plane apparent thermal conductivity concept has been successfully implemented to measure and characterize thin-film
evaporation in the device. Unsteady thin-film evaporation was observed in the vapor chamber, a result attributed to the inherent inconsistency between the rate
of liquid supply and rate of evaporation in the open-loop
configuration. However, thin-film evaporation was successfully demonstrated in a columnated wicking structure with apparent thermal conductivities as high as
9500 W/mK. These results will enable the implementation of a coherent porous silicon based microcolumnated wicking structure.
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